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Abstract

In wireless networks, devices (or nodes) often have a limited battery supply to use for the sending and reception of
transmissions. By allowing nodes to relay messages for other nodes, the distance that needs to be bridged can be reduced,
thus limiting the energy needed for a transmission. However, the number of transmissions a node needs to perform
increases, costing more energy. Defining the lifetime of thenetwork as the time until the first node depletes its battery,we
investigate the impact of routing choices on the lifetime. In particular we focus on a linear network with nodes sending
messages directly to all other nodes, or using full routing where transmissions are only sent to neighbouring nodes. We
distinguish between networks with nodes on a grid or uniformly distributed and with full or random battery supply. Using
simulation we validate our analytical results and discuss intermediate options for relaying of transmissions.

1 Introduction

Mobile wireless networks are often battery powered which
makes it important to maximize the network lifetime: bat-
teries are (relatively) heavy, large, and sometimes difficult
to replace. Here, the network lifetime is defined as the time
until the first node runs out of energy. The broadcast net-
work lifetime problem asks for settings of transmit powers
and (node-dependent) sets of relay nodes, that maximize
the network lifetime, under the assumption that all nodes
originate broadcast traffic.
Literature in this area considers the lifetime maximiza-
tion in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). Often, the
complexity is reduced by assuming transmissions origi-
nate from a single source (Kang and Poovendran [2], Pow
and Goh [3] and Park and Sahni [4]). The related problem
of minimizing the total energy consumption for broadcast
traffic has also been widely studied, because it provides a
crude upper bound to the lifetime of the network. Liang
[5] and Cagalj et al. [6] have proven independently that
minimizing the total transmitted power is NP-hard.
The contribution of this paper is an (approximate) mean
value analysis of two specific cases of this problem, for
nodes located on a straight line. The analyzed algo-
rithms are the following: (1) direct transmissions (in which
each nodes simply broadcasts its messages to all the other
nodes, and no relaying takes place) and (2) full routing,
where each message coming from a node is relayed by the
neighbor(s) of that node. For these algorithms, we provide
a framework for calculation of the probability distribution
and expectation of the network lifetime. Through simu-
lation we also consider the intermediate option of a fixed
number of nodes that relay traffic, called master nodes, in
designated sections of network. These master nodes re-
ceive transmissions and relay it to all nodes within their
section and to neighbouring master nodes, thus distribut-

ing the transmission over the complete network.
This paper answers a question that arose when thinking
about routing in relation to network lifetime. With di-
rect transmissions each node has few transmissions over
a large distance. With full routing nodes perform a lot of
transmissions over short distances. A priori, it is not clear
which of the two approaches is the best for the network
lifetime. This analysis provides insight in the network life-
time that can be gained by introducing (a form) of routing
or master node selection which is directly relevant for ra-
dio networks. A more general interest lies in applications
to Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), and sensor
networks. Here one could envisage a distinction between
very simple devices (clients), and more powerful devices
(eligible routers). From a theoretical viewpoint this anal-
ysis provides a stepping stone for further generalizations,
mainly to the two dimensional case.

2 General model and notation

In this paper we investigate the effect routing has on the
lifetime of the network, which we define as the time un-
til the first node depletes its battery. In [1] an analysis of
networks with a single master node was presented under
different master selection algorithms, including random se-
lection, most centered, highest battery and optimal. For the
random selection algorithm, we extend the work presented
in [1] for different scenarios in a linear network. We dis-
tinguish the following scenarios:

1. Direct transmission (DT): Each node transmits its
message to all other nodes

2. Full routing (FR): Each node transmits all messages
only to its neighbouring nodes.
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Next to analysing these scenarios analytically, we also in-
vestigate a scenario with master nodes (MN) by simula-
tion. In this scenario a limited number of nodes are se-
lected as master nodes to relay the transmissions over the
network. The different scenarios are depicted inFigure 1,
showing possible transmissions between nodes. In the case
of direct transmission, the complete distance is bridged by
a direct transmission, whereas in the case of full routing,
multiple transmissions are made using direct neighbours
to relay the transmission. In case master nodes are chosen
(denoted by an M under the node), a node first transmits to
the master node of it region, which relays the transmission
to its neighbour master nodes, which again will relay to its
own neighbour master node and all nodes within its own
region.

Figure 1: Possible transmissions for the direct transmis-
sion, full routing and master node scenarios

The lifetime of the network depends on the number of
transmissions a node has to make, the distance it has to
bridge and its battery supply. We distinguish between net-
works where all nodes have an equal (full) battery supply
and where the battery has a random supply. To analyze the
different scenarios, we use the following notation:
Consider a network with nodesV which are distributed
uniformly on the line [0,1] and let|V | = n. For a set
M ⊆ V of potential master nodes, a power assignment
is a functionp : V → R. Following the notation of
[7], to each ordered pair(u, v) of transceivers we assign
a transmit power threshold, denoted byc(u, v), with the
following meaning: a signal transmitted by transceiveru

can be received byv only when the transmit power is at
leastc(u, v). We assume thatc(u, v) = ‖u − v‖2 for all
pairs{u, v} ∈ V . In the case of full routing, transmissions
are only towards neighbouring nodes, whereas for direct
transmission the transmission goes as far the furthest node.
Each vertex is equipped with battery supplybv, which is
reduced by amountλp(v) for each message transmission
by v with transmit powerp(v). Similarly, bv is reduced by
amountµr(v) for each message reception byv.
In our simplified analysis, we assumeµ = 0 (receive
power is negligible),λ = 1 (by scaling),E corresponds
to a complete graph and each node transmits one message.
In this case the only variables are the node locations and
the initial battery levels:G = (V, b).

For a nodev ∈ V , let pv denote the power assignment
pv : V → R defined as:

p(v) =

{

c(u, v) with u = arg maxw∈V (|w − v|) for DT
c(u, v) with u = arg maxw∈N(v)(|w − v|) for FR,

whereN(v) denotes the neigbouring node(s) of nodev.
LetT1, T2, T3, . . . denote the time periods under considera-
tion, where we assume that in each period, each node trans-
mits once and all time periods have equal length. During a
transmission all other nodes are silent until completion, so
interference is not taken into account. We call a series of
transmissions were each node transmits once around and
measure the lifetime of the network in rounds. As the order
of transmission may not be known, the message lifetime,
the number of messages sent until the first node depletes its
battery, cannot be calculated exactly. The notion of rounds
allows us to disregard the order in which the transmissions
take place. Based on the stated assumptions, we obtain that
after a roundr the battery supply is as follows:

b(r+1)
v =

{

b
(r)
v − p(v) for all v ∈ V for DT

b
(r)
v − np(v) for all v ∈ V for FR.

Note that in case of full routing, we do not take into ac-
count the direction a transmission has come from. As of
a received transmissions it may not always be known what
the origin was, a node can not determine which nodes still
need to receive it. Therefore, in our model, the node will
always transmit to both neighbouring nodes. The network
lifetime L, expressed in the number of rounds, can now be
found as:

L =

{

min v∈V ( bv

p(v) ) for DT

min v∈V ( bv

np(v) ) for FR.

Summarizing, one can see that in full routing, each node
only needs to transmit as far as its furthest direct neigh-
bour, but the number of times this transmission needs to
take place each round is equal to the number of nodes. Op-
posed to this, each node transmits only once in the case of
direct transmission, but over a longer distance, using more
energy per transmission. In the following we analyze and
compare these two scenarios to determine their impact on
the network lifetime.

3 Nodes on a grid

As an example of what we like to achieve, we first present
an analysis of a network where all nodes are located on a
grid. We consider both scenarios, direct transmission and
full routing, both with nodes having a full battery capac-
ity or a random one. The analysis of nodes situated on a
grid provides bounds on the network lifetime as will be dis-
cussed in the following sections. Obviously, the network
lifetime is infinite when al nodes are positioned at the same
location and thus no upper bound exists. Assuming that
the complete network should be covered, the nodes are po-
sitioned on a grid, with equal distances between the nodes.



Assuming that the first node is positioned at location0 and
the last one at1, the remainingn − 2 nodes are positioned
with a distance of 1

n−1 between them.

3.1 Direct transmission

When each node uses a direct transmission to all other
nodes, the longest distance determines the lifetime of the
network when each node has a full capacity. The outer
nodes have the longest distance to bridge and will deplete
their battery supply in one round, which gives a lower
bound on the network lifetime. When the battery supply
at each node is randomly, i.i.d. distributed, it is not neces-
sarily one of the outer nodes that depletes its battery supply
first. The lifetime of the network, when the battery supply
is uniformly distributed on[c, 1], is then given by

P (L ≥ t) = P (min
v∈V

bv

D2
v

≥ t) (1)

=
1

(1 − c)
(

bn

2
c

∏

i=1

min(1 − (n − i)2t

(n − 1)2
, 1) ×

n
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i=b n

2
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min(1 − (i − 1)2t

(n − 1)2
, 1)).

where the first (second) product denotes the first (second)
set of nodes that has the longest distance to the last (first)
node, which is a distance ofn−i

n−1 (distance ofi−1
n−1 ).

3.2 Full routing

In case of full routing, each node has to bridge a distance

of 1
n−1 , leading to a network lifetime of(n−1)2

n
when all

nodes have a full battery supply. With random battery sup-
ply, the node with the lowest battery supply determines the

lifetime, which for (n−1)2

n
c ≤ t ≤ (n−1)2

n
has the follow-

ing distribution:

P (L ≤ t) = P (min
v∈V

bv ≤ nt

(n − 1)2
) (2)

= 1 − (
(n − 1)2 − nt

(n − 1)2(1 − c)
)n

as the minimum battery capacity ofn nodes is distributed
as

P (min
v∈V

bv ≤ b) = 1 − (
1 − b

1 − c
)n, (3)

which leads to an expected lifetime of

EL =
(n − 1)2(nc + 1)

n(n + 1)
. (4)

4 Uniformly distributed nodes

As the position of the nodes often can not be chosen, we
will analyze the network where all nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed over the region[0, 1].

4.1 Direct transmission

When all nodes have a full battery, the lifetime of the
network depends only on the distance the nodes have to
bridge. When there are no master nodes, each node trans-
mits its own message to all other nodes. The distance that
needs to be bridged for this depends on the position of the
nodes. Obviously, the outer nodes have the largest distance
D to bridge and will hence have the lowest lifetime. The
probability density function of the distanceD between the
outer nodes is given by

fD(d) = n(n − 1)dn−2(1 − d) (5)

with an expected distance ofED = n−1
n+1 . The lifetime

distribution is given by

P (L ≤ t) = P (
1

D2
≤ t) (6)

= 1 + (n − 1)(
1

t
)

n

2 − (
1

t
)

n−1

2

and an expected lifetimeEL of

EL =
(n − 1)

(n − 2)(n − 3)
(7)

for n ≥ 4 and infinity for smaller networks. The expected
lifetime in number of rounds hence is decreasing inn, but
the number of messages sent per round is increasing.
When the nodes in the network do not have the same bat-
tery supply, the nodes that have the longest distance to
bridge will not necessarily be the ones to deplete their bat-
tery first. Even though the battery supply at each node is
random and independent, the correlation between the dis-
tances between the nodes makes the analysis of this sce-
nario much harder. LetDi denote the distance to the far-
thest node for nodei and bi it’s battery power, then the
lifetime of the node is given by

Li =
bi

D2
i

and the lifetime of the network is given by

L = min
i

(Li).

All the Bi are independent, but theDi are not, compli-
cating the analysis ofL. We therefore analyze a worst
case scenario, providing a lower bound on the network life-
time, by assuming that the node with the longest distance
to bridge also has the lowest battery supply of all nodes in
the network. As was known from the analysis with nodes
having an equal capacity, the maximal distanceD between
any two nodes is distributed as (5) and the minimum bat-
tery capacity as (3). As a bound on the network lifetime
we hence obtain (forb

t
< 1)

P (L ≤ t) ≥ P (
min(B1, ..., Bn)
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≤ t) (8)

=
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c
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4.2 Full routing

Theorem 1 The distribution of the lifetime of a network
with full routing is given by

P (L ≤ t) =
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(9)

Proof. When all nodes use full routing, the lifetime of
the network is determined by the largest distanceD that
needs to be bridged between two nodes. The probability
that a gap of sized exists between nodes can be found as
follows. First, let d ≥ 1

2 , so that only one such gap can
be present. In this case we have that no nodes can be in
an intervald. The probability that all nodes are not in this
interval is given by(1− d)n. This interval has to be some-
where between the nodes, for which there aren−1 choices
(between1st and2nd until betweenn− 1st andnth). This
gives ford ≥ 1

2 the probability of

P (D ≥ d) = (n − 1)(1 − d)n (10)

Now let 1
3 ≤ d ≤ 1

2 . In this case there may be one or two
gaps of sized. Using the reasoning above for there being
at least one such gap gives expression (10), but we have to
subtract all the situations where there are two such gaps as
these are counted double (once for each gap). When two
gaps exist, all nodes are in an area(1 − 2d) with proba-
bility (1 − 2d)n. The two gaps need to be placed between
the nodes, but not both between the same nodes (as other-
wise d ≥ 1

2 ), which can be done in
(

n−1
2

)

ways, leading
for 1

3 ≤ d ≤ 1
2 to the probability

P (D ≥ d) = (n−1)(1−d)n−
(

n − 1

2

)

(1−2d)n, (11)

assuming thatn ≥ 3, otherwise there couldn’t be two gaps.
In general this reasoning leads to

P (D ≥ d) =
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(12)
Using this result, we get for the distribution of the lifetime
L of the network that

P (L ≤ t) = P (D ≥
√

1

nt
)

which leads to the lifetime distribution as stated in (9) in
the theorem.
The expected lifetime of the network follows from the dis-

tribution and is given by
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When the battery supply is random, this again has a big im-
pact on the analysis of the expected network lifetime and
its dependence on the number of nodes. With a network
consisting of more nodes, more messages will be sent per
round and the probability of a node having a very low bat-
tery increases, which deteriorates the lifetime of the net-
work. However, the distance that needs to be bridged may
decrease, thus improving the lifetime of the network. We
again analyze a worst case scenario. The battery supply of
the node with the lowest supply is distributed as given in
(3) and the lower bound on the lifetime of the network is
given by

P (
min(b1, .., bn)

max(D1, .., Dn−1)2
≤ t),

where theDi denote the distance between theith and
i + 1st node in the network. The lifetime distribution is
thus given by (for b
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< 1)
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5 Validation and discussion

For nodes situated on a grid, with uniformly distributed
battery levels between[0, 1], the expected lifetime (in
rounds) is as depicted inFigure 2 for both the scenario
of direct transmission and full routing.

Figure 2: Expected lifetime for a network with nodes on a
grid and uniformly distributed battery supply



The figure shows that for the direct transmission scenario
the lifetime of the network in general decreases as the num-
ber of nodes grows. This obviously is the case as adding
nodes to the two nodes at the edge of the network can only
decrease the lifetime of the network, as the outer nodes still
need to transmit over the same distance. The increase in
lifetime when going from 3 to 4 nodes is due to the change
in the grid. It is better to have two nodes bridging a gap of
2
3 , than one node bridging a gap of1

2 .
For the full routing, the addition of nodes is beneficial.
In this scenario, adding a node decreases the distance that
needs to be bridged, yet increases the number of transmis-
sions. Apparently, the increase in number of transmissions
is of lesser effect compared to the gain by decreasing the
distance. The result for a network with two nodes takes
into account that for full routing a node always resends a
received transmission, thus the lower lifetime in the full
routing scenario compared to the direct routing.
Plotting the results for uniformly distributed networks for
the scenarios with direct transmission and full routing and
comparing to simulation givesFigure 3. For readability
of the upcoming plots, we from now on show an approxi-
mation of the message lifetime, that isnEL, with EL the
round lifetime as discussed in the paper.

Figure 3: Comparison of the model with simulation for
the expected lifetime of the network for the scenarios of
direct transmission and full routing

The model and simulation are very close together, thus val-
idating our results. For small networks (n < 7), it is better
to use direct transmission than to use full routing, whereas
for larger networks the opposite holds. When the network
is very small, addition of a node will increase the num-
ber of transmissions per node, but the maximal distance
that needs to be bridged needs not to be decreased signif-
icantly. The probability of all nodes being close together
in a small network is high, leading to an infinite expected
lifetime of networks smaller than four nodes. As the net-
work gets bigger, the maximal distance to be bridged will
go to 1 for the direct transmission, shown by the almost
linear growth of the graph for largern. For the full rout-
ing scenario, the increase is steeper as decrease in distance
that needs to be bridged has a quadratic impact and the im-
pact of the increase of messages to be sent is cancelled by
considering the message lifetime. This reasoning already
shows that for very large networks, full routing will always

outperform any other scenario.
The lower bounds calculated for the scenarios with random
battery supply (withc = 0) are depicted inFigure 4:

Figure 4: Lower bounds and simulation of the expected
network lifetime for the scenarios of direct transmission
and full routing with uniformly distributed battery supply

The lower bound calculated is not a good approximation
for the expected lifetime, but a lot closer to the simulated
result than for example the upper bound where all nodes
have a full battery capacity. For the scenario with direct
transmission approximating the expected lifetime with the
lower bound is more suitable than for the scenario with full
routing. Interesting is the observation that full routing now
outperforms direct transmission for any network size.
Next to the analyzed scenarios, one could also argue that
an intermediate approach may be more suitable, chosing
a set number of so-called master nodes that will relay the
transmission for a certain region. In [1], the authors ana-
lyze networks with one master node, that receives all trans-
missions and then broadcasts them to all other nodes. The
optimal choice of the master node is discussed, as well as
randomly chosing a master node, chosing the node with the
highest battery supply and the most centered node. When
more master nodes are used, it makes sense to divide the
network into sections, where the master nodes broadcasts
received transmissions to all nodes in it’s section and relays
transmissions to neighbouring nodes as in the full routing
scenario. Simulating networks with a fixed number of mas-
ters gives results as depicted inFigure 5 andFigure 6 for
nodes with random and full battery supply.



Figure 5: Comparison of the expected lifetime of a linear
network with full battery supply for direct transmission,
master node selection and full routing

Figure 6: Comparison of the expected lifetime of a lin-
ear network with uniformly distributed battery supply for
direct transmission, master node selection and full routing

As can be seen from the figures, the lifetime when using
a fixed number of master nodes hardly depends on the
size of the network. This is due to the fact that the mas-
ter nodes have the largest distance to bridge and the most
transmissions to send. Adding a (non-master) node hence
has hardly any impact on the number of transmissions the
master node can do. Only for a small network using as
little master nodes as possible is optimal. For larger net-
works it holds that more master nodes results in a longer
network message lifetime. For comparison, the results for
direct transmission and full routing are included in the fig-
ures. Note however that the results for these settings as-
sume a completely uniform distribution of the nodes over
the interval[0, 1], whereas when using multiple masters,
the assumption is taken that each section contains at least
one node to be selected as master node. This explains for
example why chosing 8 masters in a 8 node network gives
a different result than using full routing, as the expected
maximal distance to be bridged by a node is smaller using
the assumption that each section contains a node. For a
network with 4 nodes, this assumption causes the expected
maximal distance to be bridged to be higher than in a uni-
form distribution, causing the full routing scenario to give
a better expected lifetime for this setting.

6 Conclusion

For two scenario’s, direct transmission and full routing, the
distribution of the network lifetime has been determined.
When nodes can be placed on a grid, it is beneficial to
use full routing as the increase in messages to be sent per
round is compensated for by the decrease in the distance
that needs to be bridged by each node. When nodes are
uniformly distributed over the interval[0, 1] however, the
network size is of influence. In full routing, each node only

needs to transmit as far as its furthest direct neighbour.
However, the number of times this transmission needs to
take place each round is equal to the number of nodes, op-
posed to only once in the case of direct transmission. For
very small networks, it therefore is more energy efficient
to use direct transmission opposed to full routing, as in
this case the longer distances that may need to be bridged
weigh up against the reduction of messages that need to be
sent each round in comparison to full routing.
By simulation also scenarios with a limited number of re-
laying (master) nodes have been analyzed. A similar trend
is then visible, that for smaller networks, it is optimal to use
as little relaying nodes as possible, whereas for larger net-
works, the optimal choice is to use as many relaying nodes
as possible. Possible future extensions are to analyze two
dimensional networks, making the results presented here a
good stepping stone for further generalizations.
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